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overview

> unikernel vnfs: what & why

---

> unimon: contextual unikernel vnf monitoring
- problem scope
- design overview
- technical details
- current status & evaluation

> uniprobe: unikernel based in-network monitoring
- problem scope
- design overview
- example architecture
- potential applications

---

> complete vision for unikernel µvnfs



unikernels

> application packaged with all its 
software dependencies [much like 
container images]

+> also packaged with a minimal 
operating system allowing them to 
run on a hypervisor directly

> platforms such as unikraft are 
making this bespoke development 
easier

minimal operating 
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[e.g. minios]

required libraries / 
runtime software

[e.g. lwip, 
micropython]

application

configuration
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unikernels

> binary images vastly smaller than 
traditional vms -> requires less 
bandwidth to deploy on a edge 
servers

> minimal resource requirements ->
can have thousands of instances on 
a single server

> removes ‘overhead’ such as 
context-switching: improving 
performance

> smaller footprint improves 
security and maintainability 
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what’s the problem?

> existing infrastructure has defined expectations 
of what a vm typically contains [e.g. ssh]

+> managing these µvnfs requires contextual and 
timely data to provide dynamic scaling

+> no host os where data can be collected [in the 
way cadvisor can for containers]

+> only hardware metrics can be obtained 
[perceived cpu and memory util]

!> thousands of entities per host, being able to 
scale out and in quickly is critical

unimon



what does unimon do?

> unimon is an approach to monitoring unikernel 
µvnfs, adding monitoring directly into the 
internal processing pipeline

+> defines an api that enables extensive 
configuration, yet remains somewhat agnostic to 
the method of communication

+> supports metrics often unsupported in other 
monitoring tools. these values can be highly 
specific to the application aiding developers

+> has a minimal impact on µvnf perfomance

unimon



what does unimon do? clickos
unimon has a reference implementation in the clickos µvnf platform

example problem: using zero-copy packet-io shows 100% cpu util when polling for 
packets, not giving a representation of actual load 

unimon
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what does unimon do? clickos

the unimon api implementation is not specific, but how data is made available must 
remain consistent for platform integration

an example api implementation as a clickos element: [.click format]

HandlerPoll(
TARGET fromdev,    //data from element named fromdev
HANDLER cycles,    //poll the elements cpu cycles
TIMED true,        //the rate is a time in µsecs, not pkts
RATE 1000,         //poll every 1000µsecs
EXPORTER xenstore //export the data to the xenstore

);

> although implemented as a clickos element, the nature is to treat monitoring ops 
as packet ops are treated

unimon



what does unimon do? clickos

in this case, the values can be exported via xenstore or xensockets

unimon
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evaluation | functionality

> per element cpu cycles are exposed, providing a 
representation of real load

> the rate of monitoring this metric can be 
changed, modifying the performance impact on the 
µvnf

unimon



evaluation | performance

> polling cpu cycles every 100µs can have an 8.5% performance impact 
on a simple wire click configuration based on packet throughput

> polling the same value at 1s intervals has a <1% impact on vnf
performance

> the performance depends on both the metric being collected and the 
method of exportation

> with sampled monitoring, the overall performance impact on a 
service could be negligible

> all results are preliminary... fixed results should be coming soon

unimon
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what’s the problem?

> with 100x or more vnfs in the same 
infrastructure, management becomes ever more 
burdened

> more contextual monitoring results in more 
bandwidth used to communicate that data

> central management software isn’t capable of 
scaling to meet the newly increased demand

> mano software beginning to manage more than 1 
datacenter -> policy enforcement action becomes 
slower

uniprobe



time to decentralize 

> uniprobe adds in-network µ-monitors based on 
unikernels to extract specific metrics from 
services

> deployed as µvnfs, these monitors can have 
policy action pre-programmed, reducing the burden 
on central mano layer

> created by the vnf developer, metrics for both 
performance and debugging can be collected 

> the collection of developer-focused information 
can integrate with a cicd & emulation based 
workflow

uniprobe



what’s gained

> can collect highly detailed information from 
specific parts of the network 

+> support the vastly larger quantity of vnf units 
all pushing monitoring data to the management 
infrastructure

+> provide the detailed and timely information 
required for intent verification

uniprobe
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developer workflows

uniprobe

code/configure 
locally

this part can be referred to as netdevops… if you’re into that sort of thing…

push to remote 
infrastructure 

[git]

add uniprobe 
configuration to 

the same 
repository
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summary

> unikernels can provide detailed application-
specific metrics to a local supervisor

> beyond monitoring themselves, unikernels can 
also provide monitoring for other network services 
as monitoring ‘probes’/agents

> With developers designing both the µvnfs and the 
monitoring workflow, they can target values to 
aide in operation and future development



end | questions?

> will fantom | phd student @ lancaster university

+> github: willfantom
+> uniprobe github org: uniprobe
+> email: w.fantom@lancs.ac.uk



end | questions?

> unimon isn’t an original name, 
sadly this digimon came first…
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